Abstract: Dynamic programming is a classic method to solve reservoir optimized operation. However, with the increasing number of reservoir power stations, computation amount is increasing exponentially, resulting in a dramatic decrease in the timeliness of solving and even causing "curse of dimensionality". In response to this, we improved the serial recursion calculation process of dynamic programming and introduced parallel dynamic programming based on stage reconstruction. Through the proposed algorithm a multistage decision problem can be repeatedly reconstructed in a parallel environment and gradually transferred to a single stage issue. This algorithm was then applied to solve the optimized operation of cascade reservoirs in the lower reach of Yalong River in China. Analog computation was carried out to evaluate the effects of parameter control on the parallel calculation performance of the algorithm. Results indicate that the calculating efficiency, compared with serial dynamic programming, can be significantly improved without sacrificing the accuracy with parallel dynamic programming based on stage reconstruction.
Introduction
Reservoir optimized operation is a group of complicated system-optimization problems, having features of high dimension, nonlinearity, and multiple constraints. Methods used to solve such problems fall into mainly two types: intelligent optimization algorithms and traditional optimization approaches. For intelligent optimization algorithms represented by genetic algorithm [I , 2] , as they are readily caught in locally optimal solution, their application is constrained. As a traditional optimization method, dynamic programming [3 . 6] (DP) is the most classic and the most applied. However, with the number of reservoir power stations rise, the computation scale of DP increases exponentially and its computation timeliness drops sharply or even "curse of dimensionality" occurs. To improve the solving performance of intelligent algorithm, experts in China and around the world have conducted lots of research and made improvements on various algorithms [7 · IO] . However, as far as an intelligent optimization algorithm is concerned, its search process is inevitably accompanied with certain randomness no matter which kind of improvement strategy is employed as long as it is under the frame structure of intelligent algorithm. Therebv. it cannot be 2:uaranteed that the al2:orithm will .com converge at the globally optimal solution. For DP, scientists have proposed dimensionality reduction methods [ll , 12] such as progressive optimal algorithm (P OA) and discrete differential DP (DDDP). Although the complication of problem solving has been simplified by these dimensionality reduction methods, solving results more than often can only be regarded as satisfactory results when compared with results of standard DP as these methods rely heavily on initial solutions.
With the development and promotion of high performance computing technologies, the concept and computing technology of parallel are introduced to solve reservoir optimized operation. In Ref. [13] , data decomposition plus the divide and rule mode were used to allocate computation tasks of different combinations of initial and [mal states within each time period to different CPU kernels for computation. In Ref. [14, 15] , the master process was used to designate and store DP computation tasks and results while slave process was used to compute, compare, and obtain the optimized accumulative objective function value. Essentially, master-slave mode was employed by these approaches in their progressive parallel treatment of state computation within a single stage. Improvement in the parallel performance of an algorithm mainly relies on the increase of CPU kernel (or process) number. In this study, on the basis of the recursion structure of standard DP, parallel DP (S R-PDP) based on stage reconstruction was introduced taking the stages of a multi-stage problem as the objects for parallel processing. The algorithm was implemented in VC++. And the effects of different controlling parameters on the computation performance of parallel algorithm were evaluated through analog computation using the cascade hydropower stations in the lower reach of the Yalong River as an example. 2 
Mathematical model
Assuming that the initial and the final water levels of an operation period of each reservoir are known, under the condition of deterministic runoff, with the maximum electric energy production as the goal, set up the optimization model of maximum electric energy production taking into account the constraint of cascade firm capacity.
The objective function is as follows
i=l where E is the total electric energy production of the cascade hydropower stations; Nt is the total capacity of the cascade hydropower stations at time period t; NB is the firm capacity of the cascade hydropower stations; K i is the capacity coefficient of the cascade hydropower station i; Q: is the average electric generation during time period t of hydropower station i; H: is the average electricity generation water head during time period t for hydropower station i; !1t is the length of the computation time frame;
e is an exponent, usually taking the value of 2; A is a positive penalty coefficient; O't is an variable with value of o or 1 and its value is decided by
The constraint conditions include:
(1) Constraint of flow connection between hydropower stations Q ' T = E + Q'XQ(i)
where Q l; is the flow entering reservoir i in during time period t; � is the local inflow of reservoir i during time period t; Q,z) is an assembly of reservoirs at the upper reach and having direct flow connection with reservoir i; QX I UU) is the total discharge from reservoirs belonging to
(2) Reservoir hydrologic budget constraint V;I = V;�1 + (QI: -QX;).!1t
where V;� l and V;i are the initial and final water storages, respectively, of reservoir i during time period t-l; QX; is the discharge of reservoir i during time period t; q; is the abandoned water flow of reservoir i during time period t. 
where N:nin and N:rnx are the lower limit and the upper limit, respectively, of the output from hydropower station i. 
where �:mlIl and �:max are the lower limit and upper limit, respectively, of the water storage amount of hydropower station i during time period t.
(5) Reservoir discharged volume constraint For a multi-stage decision problem with T stages, if the subgroup capacity is C (C�2), the computation steps are as follows:
Step 1: Subgroups set up. For a multi-stage decision issue with T stages, from the fust stage, every C stage makes a subgroup. Finally, a T-stage problem is divided into I T / C l independent subgroups. And the last subgroup has Cor T-IT/CI*C stages;
Step 2: Intersubgroup parallel computing. Intersubgroup parallel computing is simultaneously perfonned;
Step Step 5: Judge whether it is the end. When the stage number is 1, solving fmishes, otherwise return to step l.
Parallel performance evaluation
The major indexes that are used to evaluate the computation performance of a parallel algorithm are speedup ratio and parallel efficiency.
Speedup ratio is the speedup times used to evaluate a parallel machine cluster relative to serial machines.
Suppose that it takes T s for a certain serial application program to be run on a single CPU of a certain parallel machine. After parallelization of that program, it takes T p for P programs to be run in parallel on P CPU s. Then, the speedup ratio Sp of that parallel program on that parallel machine can be defined as:
Parallel efficiency is used to evaluate the rate of the computing power that is effectively utilized. For an ideal parallel machine cluster, the speedup ratio is P and the parallel efficiency is 1. But, for a real system, the speedup ratio is less than P and the parallel efficiency is between 0 The stage number during the operation period was 60, and the state space was dispersed on 100 equal parts.
During the process of stage reconstruction, the processes needed by parallel computing became gradually fewer. As process nwnber is related to subgroup capacity, the latter can exert great effects on the computation complexity and parallel efficiency of the algorithm. During computing, 6
(i.e., 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , and 10) subgroup capacity schemes were set up. Analog computation for the 6 schemes was performed using both serial DP and SR-PDP. Both computations arrived at a cascade electric energy production of 4.05733xlO 11 kW·h and both cascade electricity generation assurance rates were 98.33%. These results confirmed that SR-PDP only changes the computation mode of serial DP without changing the final computation results of the algorithm.
Indexes of parallel computation performance for both serial and parallel computation modes are shown in Table 1 .
The number of processes needed in the repeated reconstruction computation of SR-PDP decreased progressively with the increase in the times of reconstruction. In other words, process nwnber was not a fixed value. Therefore, discussion on the parallel computation performance of SR-PDP here did consider the index of parallel efficiency. Instead, the parallel computation time and parallel speedup ratio were employed for the evaluation of parallel performance of the algorithm.
As can be seen from Table 1 , with the increase of subgroup capacity, the parallel computation performance of SR-PDP showed trends offr rst going up and then dropping, which is shown in Fig. 4 .
With the set up of the parameters in this section, when subgroup capacity was 4-6, computation time was the shortest and parallel computation performance fell in the optimal range. When process number was equal to or slightly larger than the CPU kernel number of the computation platform, the computation platform set up in this study can achieve its highest parallel computation performance. As the computation platform was a simple computer cluster of 3 4-kernel PC machines interconnected through local area network and the CPU kernel number was 12, it was better for the value of the subgroup capacity C to be a positive integer close to rTI121 to avoid too many processes which will lead to a drop in parallel computation performance.
The dispersion number of state space
The measured monthly runoff data of 1 year from June 1959 to May 1960 were used for optimization computation.
The stage number of the operation period was 12, and the subgroup capacity was fixed as 2. Ten schemes of state space dispersion nwnber were set up from 10 to 100 with a step size of 10.
Analog computations were performed for the above 10 schemes using both the serial DP and parallel DP.
Optimization results are shown in Table 2 .
As can be seen from Table 2 
Stage number in an operation period
The dispersion number of state space was fixed as 100, and the subgroup capacity was fixed as 5. Thirty schemes of stage number were set up from 1 to 30 years with 1 year as step size.
Analog computation was carried out for the above 30 schemes using both the serial DP and parallel DP. The optimization results are shown in Table 3 .
As can be seen from Table 3 [13] Cheng Chuntian, GaoXiaoya, Wu Xi nyu, GaoShangshang. 
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